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E-1. How Long Ago, and For How Long?
Real (sat) entities occupy a defined space (place) in
boundless space (akash). Time (kal) conceived as
without beginning or end permits representation of events
of defined duration. If space permits representation of
the "existence" of an entity, time allows for the
representation of the duration of a change in an entity.
An entity may be associated with multiple events at the
same or different times as implied by the past, present
and future, and also multiple functions of an entity.
Representation of events of an entity is a part of the
space-time universal of the functions of a real entity.

Conceptualization of parts of time permits representation of
events associated with changes in the identity or relations of an
entity. Such changes in relation to a reference event permit
measurement of calendar or clock time.
What motivates change in established order? Since the
beginning of human curiosity, we have wondered why living
beings exhibit a wide range of spontaneous, random, chaotic and
sometimes orderly changes. Some are clearly predictable and
such changes in the existing order are worthy of consideration.

Cycles and change. Conception of time with cycles of change is
often used for criteria based representation of discernible entities
and defined characteristics. Astronomical cycles are thus nested as
cycles of day, month, and year which form a necessary basis for
agriculture. Such cycles may be related to the internal clocks and
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rhythms of organisms for sleep, hunger, growth and
development. Regularity of observable and predictable patterns
of behavior and lifecycle events has characteristic duration. A
change in the entity with time is also a measure of the change in
the underlying state, property or quality (gun).
Cycles of changes allow for flexible units of time. The
duration over which a change occurs is expressed as the event
time. The ancient units of time duration (Table B-3) are avali (time
for a turn or succession as in a family tree or vansh-avali) and
antarmuhurt (assigned duration as in the duration of life).
Palyopam or sagaropam refer to time (epoch) as similes to the time it
may take to change the material organization in certain ways.
Such large numbers serve the same purpose as the assertion the
age of the solar system is 16 billion years. We may not comprehend
such large numbers but a reliable estimate is better than it is
forever, or it was when grandfather was born, or the universe was
created in 4321 BC.
Time moves in one direction in which the present is the
momentary null point (as with zero in the numbers) that separates
past from the future. Persistence of an entity over a period blurs
the difference between its past, present and future. A division of
time exists only in the context of a change from one state to
another. The dilemma of aging is that it is creeping by the
moment, yet we cannot control arrival of the next moment arrives.

Realities in the Shadow of Time
World is older than any calendar that sets a zero-point in time.
Time flies like an arrow, fruit flies like a banana (Groucho Marks)
It's a poor memory that only works backwards (Alice in
Wonderland).
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A state without the means of some change is without the means of
conservation. (Edmund Burke).
You cannot step twice into the same river.
The best of new is often the long-forgotten past. (A Russian
proverb).
How does one arrive at a state of certainty to ascertain that it is
nothing else but so?
Probably it never happened that way.
Things have changed here since yesterday (Waiting for Godot)
For us convinced physicists, the distinction between past, present
and future is an illusion, although a persistent one (Einstein).
God the Creator can be dispensed with by simply eliminating the
beginning (Stephen Hawking).
We recapture past by reconstructing the mind, and we peer into
mind by examining the past.
I believe it to be perfectly possible for an individual to adopt the
way of life of the future without having to wait for others to do so
(Mohandas K. Gandhi).
The future will resemble the past (Hume).
The problem is not that we do not have prophets. Quite the
contrary, they have been in good supply at almost all times and
places. Almost everything that has happened, and its opposite, has
been prophesied. The problem has always been to pick and choose
among the embarrassing riches of alternative projected futures. On
this count human societies have not demonstrated any large
foresight. (Herbert Simon)
It should not be forgotten that the very use of probability assumes
a direction of time. We often use probabilities to predict, but
rarely do we retrodict the past from the present (J. Willard Gibbs).
Don't confront me with my failings... I have not forgotten them.
Do not invoke malice to explain incompetence (Steve Brown).
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E-2. Events and Entities
A change is measured in relation to time. In turn timelines of history become measures of world happenings.

Time is most conveniently characterized in terms of regular cycles
of natural events. Cycles of sun and moon form the basis for days,
months and year. Seasons come and go year after the year as the
earth goes around the Sun. We have come to keep track of
elapsed time by counting it as hours, weeks and months with
clock and calendar. They may be associated with constellations of
planets and stars but that does not mean that these celestial bodies
influence all human activities.

Fixing the time.
Priests and star-gazers have lost much of their clout with
invention of clock and calendar. Even these devices are reset from
time to time. Like the history, historical dates have also been
revised. Contrary to the popular belief, Jesus Christ was not born
on December 25th, nor was he born in the year 0 CE. In the
absence of suitable information both the date and year were
"fixed" - 1100 years after the fact.

Chores and commitments. Measures and standards of time
assume that one moment is not different than the other. Clocks
and calendars have become the basis for how we live and do
chores as the basis for social organization and interactions. The
life of individuals would change little no matter what measure is
adopted for the standards of time. For time-keeping we rely on
the movement of the celestial bodies in particular the sun. Our
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body-clock is synchronized to the cycles of day and night, and
possibly of the seasons. Any jet-lagged, over-worked, or lightdeprived person would attest that periods of light and darkness
place constraints on body physiology, rhythms, sleep cycles, pulse
rate and breathing rates.
Practical consideration of time is in terms its direction and
the duration, and specific events are expressed in relation to the
duration of event-time (eg-samay) and its relationship to other
events. Women often remember time in terms of the birth of their
children – obviously a significant event. Some cultures make an
event more real by fixing time as a knot on a rope Mechanics and
electronics of time keeping are a few hundred years old. Earlier
devices to measure elapsed time included flow of water dripping
out of a pot through a tube or nalika (water-clock), or the flow of
sand through an orifice (hour-glass), or burning a candle of a
particular length (candle-time), or the swing of a pendulum
(pendulum-clock).
Have you ever thought about the fact that if you were
susceptible to flu the symptoms take hold 2 to 5 days after being
exposed to flu. Also notice that if you took no medicine, the
symptoms may last for 50 to 70 hours. But if you paid for a
doctor's visit and took medicine it may be only 2-3 days. Indeed,
perception of linearity of time also has subjective component.
As with the natural cycles of replenishment and
regeneration, time is also counted in terms of the beginning and
the end of the cycle of a material change. Each cycle also has a
rising and falling phase of its characteristic change. One can also
think of cycles within cycles as days in a season, and seasons in a
year. The historical times of scores to hundreds of years are often
expressed in terms of the significant events, such as the reign of
Ashok, Period of plague epidemic in Europe, Colonial times,
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Mahabharat epoch, dark ages in Europe, and the Stone-age of
human technologies.
As in time flies when having fun, our perceptions of distant
objects and events are invariably distorted. Not so easily countable
times of geological and astronomical events are conceptualize as
palyopam, sagaropam or light years. The beginnings and end of
such large time spans have the rising phase (uvsappini) and the fall
phase (avsappini) associated with change in order and happenings.

How small is the smallest.
Identity of an entity follows from its characteristic features.
An event is also characterized in relation to a change in material
reality such as the hierarchy of an organization. Thus we need
discrete events of differing durations as the building blocks of
measurable time. What is the smallest discrete unit of matter or
what is the smallest unit of time? One suggestion is that it is the
duration over which a photon (particle of light) travels the
smallest conceivable distance. It is one way to tie the time, matter
and space together.

Time for one and many events. Much of what happens at the
microscopic scale with real objects may be described as the sum of
are simultaneous, concurrent and independent microscopic
events. All seeds do not germinate exactly at the same time after
being dispersed in a field, but the life cycle events of most
domesticated plants and animals are reasonably predictable.
Life-time of a person as an even time includes time to grow
up (rise time), get educated and work (dwell time) and retire
(decay time). Such intervening steps build on cycles of succession
(avali, turn) and internal changes (antomuhutt, antarmuhurt,
regeneration time) as delay, lag, latency, rise time, age and decay.
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E-3. Tyranny of Time
Elapsed time is lost forever. The present moment is
continuously and seamlessly replaced by the next. Yet
the change brought upon by time is not reversed. Events
and actions have consequences. Therefore key to
successful behaviors is timeliness.

Awareness of changes in material world with time is observed,
measured and expressed to conceive and interpret significance of
the accompanying changes. In Jain cosmology both space and
time are always present everywhere as whole, formless and
eternal, continuous, and without boundary. Both accommodate
discontinuities of entities and events, and are thus arbitrarily
divisible. Meaning of such discreteness for representations is
assigned on the basis of the contexts. Just as angul or finger width
is a measure of distance, heart-rate and lifetime are also the
physiological measures of elapsed time. Life cycle marks
existence of an organism with a definite beginning and an
inevitable end. Our concerns are about finite time at disposal.
Why not set-back the clock? Relations of entities in space-time
continuum are the basis for perceptions of continuity, order, and
events. There is no sense organ for time, but we do have sense of
time that is for example perceived as fleeting or not enough time for
objects of our concerns. Awareness of an event increases with
ability to measure time. It shapes world-views, cultures,
conventions and social organization, as well as makes an
individual aware of imperfections that demand attention.
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Dilemma of time is in its uni-directionality, and its tyranny
is that individual events and acts are irreversible. What is done
cannot be undone, so we feel condemned by the past. In some
cultures, people mummify or bury their dead with a hope for the
resurrection when the big clock will be reset by the grace of the
omniscient. Those who are forgiven will begin the day after.
Reincarnation is the wish for second chance. Both cater to the
desire for forever. It is not unlike perpetual motion machine or
the philosopher's stone to create something out of nothing. Such
contradictions to move fairy-tales to another day, may be for
wishful ending. Such beliefs have far reaching psychological,
social, economic and environmental consequences.

Is it meaningful? The premise of setting back the clock or the
calendar is also associated with the idea of cycles that rejuvenate
and replenish like seasons. Cycles of material change are also
inherent in concepts happenings with event-time, state-time, or
duration of a state. A dilemma of perceived time is that it
appears stationary as the material reality changes. For most
purposes it matters little if you do a particular chore before or
after another chore. Paradoxically the micro-events underlying
the macroscopic order are random and spontaneous. It requires
effort (energy) to orient events into desired order.

Actions to behaviors. Experiences of the past persist and
influence behaviors. Instead of dwelling on the question whether
such influences are deterministic or probabilistic, here are some
considerations to improve the odds.
(a) Simple averaging of the past is not necessarily an adequate
guide to the future. Wisdom lies in seeking experiences that
provided clues for the desired future.
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(b) Learning is not random trial and error. Prudence dictates that
we do not dig too many dry wells, and not do too many things
that require corrections. Of course it is prudent to avoid actions
with irreversible and undesirable consequences.
(c) One way to compensate for empirical attempts is to rule out
what failed. Consequence evaluation and feedback from the
experience often suggests midcourse correction.
A transition from action to behaviors builds on order.
Individual acts may not be reversed, but outcomes can be
reversed if successive acts take advantage of hindsight for damage
control in the next try. Of course, it is only if we get a second
chance, and not spend energy in futile attempts. It is also clear
there is no reliable guide to chart the future course for individual
and group behaviors that call for real-time prudence in choice,
actions and decisions. The Gunasthan path is to learn from
experience, and to build rational consistency of behaviors through
restraints.
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Chapter E
Time and Change

(Kalanugam)
Events or entities are finite within infinite time (nirantar)
or boundless (anant) space. The smallest parts of space
or time may be intellectual curiosity. However in practice
we are concerned with the time that has beginning and
end in the context of place of an entity.

*****

#E1. Operationally, time (kal) considerations (anugam)
for organisms in a state apply for the general (class of
events) and particulars of an event.
*****
Generalizations in relation to the State of
perception (E#2-32)
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#E2. In general, those in State I remain in that state for
how long? As a class they have always (in all periods or
epoch) exist in that state.
#E3. Three measures of time apply for particular
organisms: Virtually infinite time without beginning or
end; Long periods without beginning but with an end;
Time with a beginning and an end. A particular event
for an organism has a beginning and an end. As
indicated (niddeso, nirdesh) below the minimum
period for the change of state is antarmuhurt, i.e. the
duration from the beginning to the end or life time of an
event.
#E4. An individual remains in State I for the time
required for change of half of its matter.
Note: This characterization of the event time for the change in
State I would be in the sense of by the time half the universe has
changed. Such a measure of change could also refer to event time
(antarmuhurt), lifetime (avali) and palyopam (period of natural
cycles).
*
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#E5. Beings in State II remain so for how long? For
individuals of the class the minimum is the event-time,
#E6. and the maximum is a small fraction of palyopam.
#E7. Such individuals remain in the state of their
disability for a minimum of the event-time,
#E8. and for the class a maximum of six avali (turns of
succession).
Note: Half of the members of a group change during the event
time. In six turns more than 95% of the members would have
undergone the change. It is a remarkable insight into the
phenomenon (known as the first order spontaneous transition)
that is the basis of virtually all time dependent measurements of
changes in a group behavior.
*
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#E9. Beings in State III remain so for how long? For
some individuals of the class the minimum is
antarmuhurt,
#E10.

and for others the maximum is a small faction of

palyopam.
#E11. They remain indiscriminating for a minimum of an
antarmuhurt.
#E12. and the maximum is also an antarmuhurt.
*

#E13.

Those in State IV with indifference and without

restraints remain so (have existed) for how long? As a
class they are always in such states.
#E14.

Some individuals remain unrestrained for a

minimum of antarmuhurt (episode-time),
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#E15.

and for others a maximum of 33 sagaropam from

the beginning of the eons.
*

#E16. Those in State V remain so for how long? As a
class they are always so.
#E17. An individual remains in state of occasional
restraint for less than its antarmuhurt,
#E18.

and maximum of million years.
*
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#E19. Those in States VI or VII remain so for how long?
As a class they always exist with restraints.
#E20. Such individuals remain restrained for the eventtime,
#E21. and for a maximum of antarmuhurt (lifetime?)
*

#E22. Those in States VIII through XI remain committed
for how long? For the class a minimum of the event-time,
#E23. and maximum of their antarmuhurt (life time).
#E24. Such individuals remain committed to restraints
for a minimum of the event time,
#E25. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E26. Those in States VIII through XIV remain
dedicated for how long? As a class, minimum of their
antarmuhurt (lifetime),
#E27. and the maximum is also their antarmuhurt.
#E28. Such individuals remain dedicated for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E29. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E30. Sajogkevali remain so for how long? As a class
they always remain in the state.
#E31. Such individuals remain in their state for a
minimum of less than their antarmuhurt (lifetime)
#E32. and maximum of less than puvvkodi (less than a
million years).
*
In relation to the category (E#33-106)

#E33. Operationally, niray in State I remain so for how
long? As a class they are always in that state.
#E34. Such individuals remain in State I for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E35. and the maximum of 33 sagaropam.
*
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#E36. Duration of existence for niray in states II and III
of disability or indifference follows from the generalization
for the States.
#E37. Niray in State IV exist for how long? As a class
they are always in unrestrained state.
#E38. Such individuals remain unrestrained for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E39. and the maximum of 33 sagaropam.
*
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#E40. Niray of the first to the seventh underworld in
State I remain there for how long? As a class they always
remain there.
#E41. Such individuals in State I remain so for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E42. and a maximum of 1, 3, 7, 10, 17, 22 and 33
sagaropam for the first- to seventh- underworlds,
respectively.
*
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#E43. Niray of the seven underworlds in states II and III
remain in states of disability or indifference for the
duration that follows from the generalizations for the
States II or III (life or episode time).
#E44. Niray in State IV remain so for how long? As a
class they are always unrestrained.
#E45. Such individuals remain unrestrained for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E46. and the maximum iof 1, 3, 7, 10, 17, 22 and 33
sagaropam, respectively for those in the first to seventh
underworlds.
*

#E47. Tirikkh in State I remain so for how long? As a
class they always remain so.
#E48. Such individuals remain in State I for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E49. and for a maximum of uncountable cycles of the
material-change.
*
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#E50. Duration of disabilities or indifference for tirikkh
with follows from the generalizations for States II or III.
#E51. Tirikkh in State IV remain unrestrained for how
long? As a class are always unrestrained.
#E52. Such individuals remain unrestrained for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E53. and a maximum of three palyopam (eons).
*
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#E54. Tirikkh in State V remain occasionally restrained
for how long? As a class they are always so.
#E55. Such individuals remain in states of occasional
restraint for a minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E56. and maximum of less than a million (puvvkodi)
years.
*

#E57. Five-sensed tirikkh in State I, including the
independent or sexually differentiated, remain so for how
long? As a class they are always in this state.
#E58. Such individuals remain in State I for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E60. Duration of disability or indifference in fivesensed tirikkh follows from generalizations for State II or
III.
#E61. Five-sensed tirikkh in state IV remain
unrestrained for how long? As a class they are always
unrestrained.
#E62. Such individuals remain in unrestrained state for
a minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E63. and for maximum (for the three subclasses in
E57) of 3, 3 and less than 3 palyopam, respectively.
*
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#E64. Duration of occasional restraint among the fivesensed tirikkh follows from the generalization for State V.
#E65. Five-sensed dependent tirikkh remain in that
state for how long? As a class they are always in that
state.
#E66. Such individuals remain dependent for a
minimum of the event-time,
#E67. and maximum of their antarmuhurt (possibly the
lifetime of the host).
*
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#E68. Independent men and women in State I remain in
that state for how long? As a class they are always in that
state.
#E69. Such individuals remain in State I for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E70. and maximum of puvvkodi to palyopam.
*
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#E71. Independent men and women with disabilities
exist remain so for how long? As a class they remain so
for minimum of the event time,
#E72. and maximum of their antarmuhurt,
#E73. Such individuals remain in the State of disability
for minimum of the event time,
#E74. and maximum of six avali (lifecycles or turns).
*

#E75. Independent men and women in state III remain
in indifference for how long? As a class they remain so for
the minimum of their (lifetime) antarmuhurt,
#E76. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
#E77. Such individual remains indifferent for the
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
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#E77. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E79. Independent men and women in state IV remain
unrestrained states for how long? As a class they are
always so.
#E80. Such individuals remain unrestrained for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E81. and maximum of 3 palyopam.
*
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#E82. Duration of restraints among humans follows
from the generalization for the States V through XIV.
#E83. Dependent human remain so for how long? As a
class the minimum is the duration of the event,
#E84. and maximum is a fraction of palyopam,
#E85. Such individuals remain dependent for a
minimum of the duration of the event (episode),
#E86. and maximum is their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E87. Dev in State I remain so for how long? As a class
they always remain so.
#E88. Such individuals remain in State I for a minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E89. and maximum of 31 sagaropam.
*

#E90. Duration of disability or indifference for Dev in
states II and III follows from generalization for the State.
#E91. Dev in state IV remain unrestrained for how long?
As a class they are always unrestrained.
#E92. Such individuals remain unrestrained for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E93. and maximum of 33 sagaropam.
*
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#E94. Imagined dev in State I or IV remain so for how
long? As a class they are always so.
#E95. Such individuals remain in their state for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E96. and maximum of a palyopam to 7, 10, 14, 16, 18
sagaropam, respectively for the subclasses.
#E97. Duration of existence of Dev in states II and III
with disabilities and indifference follows from
generalization for the State.
*
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#E98. Celestial imagined dev in States I to IV remain so
for how long? As a class they remain so for their
antarmuhurt.
#E99. Such individuals remain in their State for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E100. and maximum of 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29 and 31 sagaropam respectively for the subclasses.
*
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#E101. Duration of disability or indifference for Dev in
state II and III follows from generalization for the states.
#E102. Celestial and imagined dev in State IV remain
unrestrained for how long? As a class they are always so.
#E103. Such individuals remain unrestrained for a
minimum of 31 or 32 sagaropam,
#E104. and maximum of 31 or 32 sagaropam.
#E105. Unrestrained savvathsiddhi dev in State IV
remain so for how long? As a class they are always so.
#E106. Such individuals remain in their State for a
minimum and maximum of 33 sagaropam.
*****
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In relation to the senses (E107-138)

#E107. Operationally, one-sensed beings remain so for
how long? As a class they always remain so.
#E108. Such individuals remain so for a minimum of the
duration to take their form,
#E109. and maximum of numerous cycles of the change
in the material (regeneration-cycles).
*
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#E110. One-sensed macro-forms remain so for how
long? As a class they always remain so.
#E111. Such individuals remain in their state for a
minimum of the duration to take form,
#E111. and for maximum of uncountable eons.
*

#E113. Independent one-sensed macro-forms remain so
for how long? As a class they always remain so.
#E114. Such individuals remain in their State for a
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E115. and maximum of a few thousand years.
*
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#E116. Dependent one-sensed beings remain in their
state for how long? As a class they always remain so.
#E117. Such individuals remain so for a minimum of the
duration to take form,
#E118. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E119. One-sensed micro-forms remain so for how
long? As a class they always remain so.
#E120. Such individuals remain in their state for the
minimum of the duration to take form,
#E121. and maximum depends on the conditions of its
world.
*
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#E122. Independent one-sensed micro-forms remain in
their state for how long? As a class they always remain
so.
#E123. Such individuals remain in state I a minimum of
their antarmuhurt,
#E124. and also maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E125. Dependent one-sensed micro-forms remain in
state I for how long? As a class they always remain so.
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#E126. Such individuals remain in State I for minimum
of the duration to take form,
#E127. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E128. Two-, three-, and four-sensed beings including
the independent forms remain in their state for how long?
As a class they always remain so.
#E129. Such individuals remain in their state for a
minimum of the duration to take form (for the
dependents),
#E130. and maximum of few thousand years.
*
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#E131. Two-, three-, four-sensed dependents remain in
their state for how long? As a class they always remain
so.
#E132. Such individuals remain in their state for a
minimum of the duration to take their form,
#E133. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E134. The five-sensed beings including the independent
beings in State I remain so for how long? As a class they
always remain in their state.
#E135. Such individuals remain in their state for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
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#E136. and maximum is hundreds to thousands of
sagaropam.
*

#E137. Duration of attributes of those in States II
through XIV follows from generalization for the State.
#E138. Duration of the five-sensed dependents is same
as for the two-sensed dependents (E131-3).
*****
In relation to the body-form (E139-161)
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#E139. Operationally, the soil, water-, light-, and airforms remain so for how long? As a class they always
remain so.
#E140. Such individuals retain the body form minimum
for the duration to take their form,
#E141. and the maximum depends on the local
conditions of their world.
*

#E142.

The macro-forms above (E139) remain so for

how long? As a class they always remain so.
#E143. Such individuals remain in their state minimum
for the duration to take its form,
#E144. and maximum depends on their actions in
relation to the local conditions.
*
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#E145.

The independent forms of the above subclasses

(E139) remain so for how long? As a class they always
remain in State I.
#E146. Such individuals remain in their state minimum
for their antarmuhurt,
#E147. and maximum of few thousand years.
*
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#E148. Dependent forms of the above subclasses
(E139) remain so for how long? As a group they always
remain in state I.
#E149.

Such individuals remain in their state minimum

for the duration to take their form,
#E150. and maximum of their antarmuhurt (lifespan of
the host).
*

#E151. Considerations for the duration of the dependent
micro-form subclasses (as in E139) and nigod follow from
the section for the one-sensed independent and
dependent microforms (E148-150).
#E152. Considerations for the duration (life-span) of the
plant forms are similar to those for one-sensed beings.
*
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#E153. Nigod remain so for how long? As a class they
always remain in state I
#E154. Such individuals remain in their state minimum
for the duration to take their form,
#E155. and maximum for 2.5 times the regenerationtime.
*
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#E156. Considerations for the duration of the state of
the macro-nigod forms are similar to those for the macrosoil forms.
#E157. Independent crawler-forms remain so for how
long? As a class they always remain in state I.
#E158. Such individuals remain in their state for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E159. and maximum of two thousand sagaropam.
*

#E160. Considerations for the duration of other crawlerforms follow from the generalization for States II through
XIV.
#E161. Considerations for the lifespan of the dependent
crawler-forms follow from the generalizations for the
dependent five-sensed beings.
*****
In relation to the ability to communicate (E162226).
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#E162. Operationally, those in States I, IV, V, VI, VII or
XIII communicate through the five kinds of expressions
and five kinds of utterance for how long? As a class they
always do so.
#E163. Such individuals communicate for minimum of
the event-time,
#E164. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E165. Considerations for duration of communication by
the disabled follow from the generalization for State II.
#E166. Those unable to communicate remain so for how
long? As a class they remain so for minimum of the
period for the disability,
#E167. and maximum of a fraction of a palyopam.
#E168. Such individuals are disable for minimum of the
event-time,
#E169. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E170. The committed and dedicated in States VIII
through XI communicate with expressions and words for
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how long? As a class they communicate for minimum of
the event-time,
#E171. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
#E172. Such individuals do so for minimum of the event
time,
#E173. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*

#E174. Those in State I communicate through a change
in the body form for how long? As a class they always do
so.
#E175. Such individuals do so for minimum of the event
time,
#E176. and maximum for many regeneration cycles.
*
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#E177. Those in States II through XIV communicate
with a change in the body form for the duration that
follows from the section for communication through a
change in expression.
#E178. Those in State I communicate for how long with
gross and persistent change in the body form? As a class
they always do so.
#E179. Such individuals do so for minimum for duration
of the event,
#E180. and maximum for 22,000 years.
*
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#E181. Duration of communication through gross and
persistent change in the body form by those in State II
through XIII is as mentioned in section for communication
through change in expression.
*

#E182. Those in State I communicate for how long with
gross changes in the body form or other mixed modes of
communication? As a class they always do so.
#E183. Individuals do so for minimum of three times
the event time,
#E184. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E185. Those in State II communicate in mixed modes
for how long? As a class they do so for minimum of the
event time,
#E186. and maximum of a fraction of palyopam.
#E187. Such individuals do so for minimum of the
event-time,
#E188. and maximum of six avali (regeneration cycles).
*
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#E189. Those in State IV communicate for how long with
gross form-changes alone or mixed modes? As a class
they do so for minimum for their antarmuhurt,
#E190. and also maximum for their antarmuhurt.
#E191. Such individuals do so for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E192.

and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*

#E193. Those in State XIII communicate for how long
with gross form-changes or mixed modes? As a class
they do so for minimum of the event-time,
#E194. and maximum for countable (several) event
times.
#E195. Such individuals always communicate for the
minimum and maximum of the event time (i.e. only
once).
*
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#E196. Those in States I to IV communicate how long
with distorted body form? As a class they always do so.
#E197. Such individuals do so for a minimum of the
event time,
#E198. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E199. Duration for which disabled beings communicate
with distorted body form follows from generalization for
State II.
#E200. Duration for which those in State III
communicate with distorted body form follows from the
section on the ability of those who communicate through
a change in expression.
#E201. Those in States I and IV communicate for how
long with distorted body form mixed modes? As a class
they do so for minimum for their antarmuhurt,
#E202. and maximum for a fraction of palyopam.
#E203. Such individuals do so for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E204. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E205. Those in State II communicate for how long with
distorted body form or mixed modes? As a class they do
so for minimum of the event time,
#E206. and maximum for fraction of palyopam.
#E207. Such individuals do so for minimum of the event
time,
#E208. and maximum of six avali (turns of succession,
regeneration-times).
*
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#E209. Those in State VI communicate for how long
through change in the internal form? As a class they do
so for minimum of the event time,
#E210. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
#E211. Such individuals do so for minimum of the event
time,
#E212. and maximum of their antarmuhurt.
*

#E213. Those in State VII communicate for how long
through the change in the internal form or mixed modes?
As a class they do so for minimum of the event time,
#E214. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
#E215. Such individual does so for minimum for their
antarmuhurt,
#E216. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E217. Those in State I communicate for how long
through the transitional action-form? As a class they
always do so.
#E218. Such individuals do so for minimum of the event
time,
#E219. and maximum for three event time.
*
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#E220. Those in States II, III or IV communicate for
how long through the transitional action-form? As a class
they do so for minimum of the event time,
#E221. and maximum for a fraction of avali.
#E222. Such individuals do so for minimum of event
time,
#E223. and maximum for two event times.
*

#E224. Those in State XIII communicate for how long
through the transitional action-form? As a class they do
so for minimum of three event times,
#E225. and maximum for a countable duration.
#E226. Such individuals do so for minimum and
maximum of three event-times.
*****
In relation to the pain and pleasure response
(E227-249)
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#E227. Operationally, those in State I for long have pain
response? As a class they always have pain response.
#E228. For such individuals the response lasts for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E229. and maximum for hundreds of palyopam.
*

#E230. Duration of pain response for those with
disability follows from generalization for State II.
#E231. Duration of pain response for those unable to
discriminate follows from generalization for State III.
*
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#E232. For those in State V how long is the pain
response? As a class they always have pain response.
#E233. For such individuals it lasts for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E234. and maximum for 55 palyopam.
#E235. Duration of the pain response for those in State
V through IX follows from generalization for the State.
*
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#E236. Pleasure response for those in State I lasts for
how long? As a class they always have pleasure response.
#E237. For such individuals it lasts for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E238. and maximum of hundreds of sagaropam.
#E239. Duration of pleasure response for those in
States II through IX follows from generalization for the
State.
*
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#E240. Ambivalent pain and pleasure response for those
in State I lasts for how long? As a class they always have
ambivalent response.
#E241. For such individuals it lasts for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E242. and maximum for uncountable life-cycles.
#E243. Duration of ambivalent pain and pleasure
response for those with disabilities follows from
generalization for State II.
#E244. Duration of pain and pleasure response for those
unable to discriminate follows from generalization for
State III.
*

#E245. Ambivalent pain and pleasure response for those
in State IV lasts for how long? As a class they always
have ambivalent response.
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#E246. For such individuals it lasts for minimum of their
antarmuhurt,
#E242. and maximum for 33 sagaropam.
#E248. Duration of ambivalent pain and pleasure
response for those in States V through IX follows from
generalization for the state.

*

#E249. According to the generalization for their State,
those in States X to XIV are always beyond pain and
pleasure response.
*****
In relation to the passions (E250-259)

#E250. Operationally, duration of passions (anger,
pride, illusion and greed) for those in States I through VII
follows from generalization for communication through
expression and body language.
*
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#E251. What is the duration of passions among those
committed to States VIII, IX or X? As a class they have
such passions for minimum of the event-time,
#E252. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
#E253. For such individuals the minimum duration for
passion (episode) is the event-time,
#E254. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E255. What is the duration of passions among those
dedicated to States VIII, IX or X? For the class it is for a
minimum for antarmuhurt,
#E256. and maximum for antarmuhurt.
#E257.

For such individuals the minimum duration is

their antarmuhurt,
#E258. and maximum is their antarmuhurt.
#E259. Those in States XI through XIV are always
without passions.
*****
In relation to the ability to know and discriminate
(#260-268)
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#E260. Operationally, according to the generalization for
the State the duration of the lack of ability to know
instinctively and from what they hear is forever among
those in State I.
#E261. Duration of disabilities follows from the
generalization for the State II.
#E262. What is the duration of partial cognition among
those in State I? As a class they have always have
selective and partial cognition.
#E263. Such individuals

have disability for minimum of

their antarmuhurt,
#E264. and maximum for 33 sagaropam.
#E265. Duration of partial cognition among those
unable to discriminate follows from generalization for
State II.
*
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#E266. Duration of ability to learn from experience
(feed-back from actions), or from what one hears, or
from limits of what one knows follows from generalization
for States IV through XII.
#E267. Duration of ability to know from context,
expression and body language follows from the
generalization for the States VI through XIII.
#E268. Duration of valid and complete knowledge
follows from generalization for States XIII and XIV.
*****
In relation to the restraints (E269-275)
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#E269. Operationally, duration of restraints follows from
generalizations for States VI through XIV.
#E270. Duration of restraints for time commitments
follows from generalizations for States VI through IX.
#E271. Duration of restraints on travel and wandering
follows from generalizations for States VI and VII.
#E272. Duration of restraints on subtle biases follows
from generalization for committed and dedicated in State
X.
*

#E273. Duration of consistent restraints follows from
generalization for States XI through XIV.
#E274. Duration of chaotic restraints follows from the
generalization for State V.
#E275. Duration of lack of restraints follows from
generalization for States I through IV.
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*
In relation to the ability to recognize patterns
(E276-282)

#E276. Operationally, what is the duration of eye vision
among those in State I with eyes? As class they always
have eye-vision.
#E277. Such individuals have eye-vision for minimum of
their antarmuhurt,
#E278. and maximum for two thousand sagaropam.
*
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#E279. Duration of eye-vision (light response) among
those in States II through XII follows from generalization
for the state.
#E280. Duration of ability for visualization without eye
vision follows from generalization for States I through XII.
#E281. Duration of ability to recognize intrinsic limits of
perceived reality follows from generalization for States XII
through XIV.
#E282. Duration of valid and complete knowledge
follows from the generalization for States XIII and XIV.
*****
In relation to motives (#283-308)
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#E283. Operationally, what is the duration of the dark
(black, blue and gray) motives among those in State I?
As a group they always have dark motives.
#E284. Such individuals have dark motives for minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E285. and maximum for 33, 17 and 7 sagaropam
respectively.
*

#E286. Duration of dark motives among the disabled
follows from generalization for State II.
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#E287. Duration of dark motives among those without
ability to discriminate follows from generalization for
State III.
#E288. What is the duration of dark motives among
those with indiscretion? As a class those in State IV
always have dark motives.
#E289. Such individuals have dark motives for minimum
of their antarmuhurt,
#E290.

and maximum for 33, 17, and 7 sagaropam.
*

#E291. What is the duration of bright and colored
motives among those in States I and IV? As a class they
always have bright and colored motives.
#E292. For such individuals these motives last for
minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E293.

and maximum for 2 and 18 sagaropam.
*
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#E294. Duration of bright and colored motives among
the disabled follows from generalization for State II.
#E295. Duration of bright and colored motives among
those with indiscretion follows from generalization for
State III.
#E296. What is the duration of bright and colored
motives among those with varying degrees of restraints in
States V, VI or VII? They always have such motives.
#E297. Such individuals have bright and colored
motives for minimum of the event-time,
#E298. and maximum for their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E299. What is the duration of white motives among
those in State I? As a class they always have white
motives (?).
#E300.

Such individuals have white motives for a

minimum of their antarmuhurt,
#E301. and maximum of 31 sagaropam.
*

#E302. Duration of white motive among those with
disability follows from generalization for State II.
#E303. Duration of white motive among those with
indiscretion and unable to discriminate follows from
generalization for State III.
#E304. Duration of white motives among the
unrestrained follows from the generalization for State IV.
*
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#E305. What is the duration of white motives among
those who exercise restraints in States V, VI or VII? As a
class they always have white motives?
#E306.

Such individuals have white motives for a

minimum of event time,
#E307.

and maximum for their antarmuhurt.

#E308. Duration of white motives among the committed
and dedicated, including the sajogkevali, follows from
generalization for States VIII through XIII.
*****
In relation to the potential (E309-316)
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#E309. Operationally, what is the duration of the
potential of those in State I? As a class they always have
potential.
#E310. For an individual the duration of potential is
without the beginning but with an end, or with a
beginning and an end (see also E3).
#E311. The following indication is for the duration that
has a beginning and an end.
#E312. For an individual in State I the minimum
duration (with the beginning and an end, i.e. for those
who are on their way to realize their potential) is their
antarmuhurt,
#E313. and the maximum is the duration for half the
material change.
*
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#E314. Duration for the realization of potential for all
others follows from generalizations for States II through
XIV.
#E315. Individuals with unrealized potential exist for
how long? As a class beings always have potential.
#E316. For individuals potential remains unrealized for
uncountable time.
*
In relation to rationality (#317-318)

#E317. Operationally, duration of rationality among
those with degrees of rational consistency follows from
generalization for the States IV through XIV.
#E318. Duration of dormant rationality follows from
generalization for States IV through VII.
*
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#E319. What is the duration of chaotic consistency
among those in States IV or V? For the class minimum is
their antarmuhurt,
#E320. and maximum is a fraction of palyopam.
#E321. For such individuals the minimum duration is
their antarmuhurt,
#E322. and maximum is their antarmuhurt.
*
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#E323. What is the duration of chaotic consistency
among those in States VI through XII? For the class it is
for minimum of event-time,
#E324. and maximum is their antarmuhurt.
#E325. For individuals minimum is event time,
#E326. and the maximum is their antarmuhurt.
*

#E327. Duration of rational consistency for the disabled
follows from generalization for State II.
#E328. Duration of rational consistency for those with
indiscretion follows from generalization for State III.
#E329. Duration of rational consistency for those with
contradictions follows from generalization for State I.
*****
In relation to sensibility (E330-336)
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#E330. Operationally, what is the duration of sensibility
among those in State I? As a class they lack sensibility.
#E331. For such individuals lack of sensibility lasts
minimum for their antarmuhurt,
#E332. and maximum for many sagaropam.
*

#E333.

Duration of sensibility among others follows

from generalization for States II through XII.
*
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#E334. What is the duration of lack of sensibility among
the asanni? As a class they are always without sensibility.
#E335. Minimum duration of lack of sensibility in such
individuals is their regeneration time (life-cycle),
#E336. and maximum is uncountable eons over which
the material change occurs.
*****
In relation to the ability to internalize (E337-342)

#E337. Operationally, what is the duration of ability to
internalize among those in State I? As a class they always
have such ability.
#E338. For individuals such ability lasts for minimum of
their antarmuhurt.
#E339. and maximum is uncountable uvsappini and
uvsappini eons.
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*

#E340. Duration of ability to internalize among all
others follows from generalizations for States II through
XIV.
#E341. Duration over which beings do not internalize
follows from the section for communication through the
transitional action-form.
#E342. Duration of the state without ability to
internalize follows from the generalization for State XIV.
*****
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